Abtract: Gene electrotransfer is a powerful method of DNA delivery offering several medical applications, among the most promising of which are DNA vaccination and gene therapy for cancer treatment. Electroporation entails the application of electric fields to cells which then experience a local and transient change of membrane permeability. Although gene electrotransfer has been extensively studied in in vitro and in vivo environments, the mechanisms by which DNA enters and navigates through cells are not fully understood. Here we present a comprehensive review of the body of knowledge concerning gene electrotransfer that has been accumulated over the last three decades. For that purpose, after briefly reviewing the medical applications that gene electrotransfer can provide, we outline membrane electropermeabilization, a key process for the delivery of DNA and smaller molecules. Since gene electrotransfer is a multipart process, we proceed our review in describing step by step our current understanding, with particular emphasis on DNA internalization and intracellular trafficking. Finally, we turn our attention to in vivo testing and methodology for gene electrotransfer.
INTRODUCTION
Gene therapy is based on the delivery of genetic material, mainly DNA, to the nucleus of cells in order to generate a therapeutic effect [1] . This method may be used to different ends, including the correction of a defective gene by silencing it or by providing a functional replacement, the introduction of a gene that encodes a foreign therapeutic protein or the introduction of a gene whose expression provokes cell death. On its journey to target cell nuclei, DNA will encounter several biological barriers, such as the extracellular matrix, the cell membrane, the cytoplasm, and the nuclear envelope [2] . The main drawback of gene therapy is its current limited efficiency and sometimes safety, which are both related to our insufficient knowledge about the underlying mechanisms. A massive effort has been allocated into developing techniques for the vectorization of nucleic acids, which are generally divided into viral and non-viral methods [3] . The advantage of using viral vectors is mainly their innate ability to transfer genetic information into the target cell, achieving high specificity and efficiency [4] . Nevertheless, insertional mutagenesis or excessive immune response of the host can render this method unsafe [5] [6] [7] [8] . Therefore, establishing alternative non-viral methods for gene delivery is central for the broadening of medical care. Among *Address correspondence to this author at the Institute of Pharmacology and Structural Biology (IPBS), CNRS UMR5089, 205 route de Narbonne, 31077 Toulouse, France; Tel: +33(0)561175811; Fax: +33(0)561175994; E-mail: Marie-Pierre.Rols@ipbs.fr gene-based vaccines, 43% of the clinical trials use the administration of naked/plasmid DNA, which shows that nonviral methods of gene delivery have already become prominent in clinical medicine [9] . Due to its safety, efficacy, flexibility, ease of application and low cost, gene electrotransfer is among the most promising substitutes to viral gene delivery methods.
Electroporation consists of exposing a cell or a tissue to an external electric field, which modifies cell membrane permeability to molecules that otherwise would cross the plasma membrane with low efficiency, or not at all [10, 11] . Electroporation has rapidly developed into different biotechnological [12] and biomedical applications [13] . The first of these involved delivery of anticancer drugs into cutaneous and subcutaneous tumor nodules [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . This procedure, termed electrochemotherapy, is now used regularly in clinical practice for cancer treatment [20] [21] [22] [23] and planning for treatment of deep-seated tumors is being developed [24, 25] . In addition to chemotherapeutic drugs, larger molecules such as DNA can be introduced into cells using electric pulses, which is referred to as electrogenetherapy in the context of medical care [26] [27] [28] . In the past 30 years, researchers have made considerable progress, and gene electrotransfer has been successfully performed on many tissues [29] [30] [31] . The first phase I clinical trial of gene electrotransfer has been conducted in patients with metastatic melanoma [32, 33] and several clinical studies for DNA vaccination have been monitored or are currently ongoing (http://clinicaltrials.gov) [34, 35] . In spite of the widespread use of gene electrotrans-fer and its noticeable applications in medical care, the fundamental molecular mechanisms that govern electropermeabilization of the plasma membrane and DNA delivery into cells remain to be untangled. Only on the basis of that knowledge, gene electrotransfer can be optimized and safely employed for disease treatment.
After revising the medical applications that gene electrotransfer can provide, we outline membrane electropermeabilization, a key process for the delivery of DNA and smaller molecules. Since gene electrotransfer is a multipart process, we proceed our review in describing step by step our current understanding, with particular emphasis on DNA internalization and intracellular trafficking. Finally, we turn our attention to in vivo testing and methodology for gene electrotransfer.
MEDICAL APPLICATIONS IN HUMANS
DNA electrotransfer in vivo is in many cases more efficient than other non-viral methods of gene delivery, such as gene gun in the liver [36] , liposomes in the brain or the cornea [37, 38] , sonoporation in the muscle [39] , or cationic lipids in the synovial tissue [40] . Gene expression is transient with durations between some weeks [38, 41, 42] and several months [29, 43, 44] , and it is possible to repeat the electrotransfer procedure and reach identical levels of transfection as obtained following the first treatment [45, 46] . Electrotransfer of multiple genes in parallel is easily achieved [47] and by adapting the procedure to the target tissue, electrotransfer has been successfully applied in various species into various tissues including skeletal muscle, skin, tumors, liver, lungs, kidneys, brain, retina, cornea, and heart with minimal tissue damage [30, 48, 49] .
The most widely used tissue for gene electrotransfer is skeletal muscle [49] because it is large, easy to access and its organization in long parallel fibers offers an optimal orientation relative to the direction of the electric field, promoting maximum delivery across the entire length of the fibers. Since skeletal muscle cells do not divide, gene expression following electrotransfer is stable for a long period. Most importantly, skeletal muscle produces biologically active proteins and releases them into the bloodstream. Therefore, muscle can be used as protein delivery system for distant targets [50] . The skin is the second most broadly used tissue for gene electrotransfer [51, 52] . It is accessible for treatment over large areas, and some epidermal cells (keratinocytes) can also produce and release proteins into the bloodstream. Other notable targets are antigen-presenting cells, which are major actors for immunotherapies such as vaccination. The first clinical trial on humans was for the treatment of skin cancer [32, 33] . However, therapeutic applications concern not only cancers [53] but also cardiovascular diseases [54] , autoimmune diseases [55] , monogenic diseases [56] , organ specific disorders [57] and vaccination [58] [59] [60] . In the following sections, we focus on two of the applications of gene electrotransfer, DNA vaccination and cancer treatment.
DNA Vaccination
The idea behind genetic immunization simply consists of injecting a naked plasmid encoding a relevant antigen into muscle or skin that will produce antigens in sufficient amounts to initiate targeted immune response [61, 62] . This approach offers several advantages. The target tissue takes in charge the entire synthesis of the protein and its subsequent processing and presentation as an antigen to the lymphocytes. DNA is easy to produce compared to proteins or antigens (i.e. conventional vaccine material) and it is a stable molecule that can be stored for relatively long periods in normal conditions [63] . In addition, naked DNA is the only vector that does not generate anti-vector immune response, meaning that this approach is safer than the others in term of infection. Finally, because they are produced directly by the tissue, antigens are synthesized in their native form and in a stable manner. However, efficiencies in immunization are not as high as in classical vaccination techniques and the potential risk of DNA integration into the cell genome remains to be evaluated before larger scale use. This type of immunization is often developed for vaccination (virus, bacteria), for anticancer immunotherapy, and to induce the production of antibodies in high yields.
Comparison between DNA injection alone and injection followed by electroporation has demonstrated an increase in both cellular and humoral response after electric fields were applied. The addition of electroporation provides a 10-100 fold augmentation of immune response and defense against pathogens in humans and numerous animal models of diseases such as HIV/SIV, malaria, hepatitis B and C, human papilloma virus (HPV), anthrax and influenza [61, 64] . A recently completed human clinical trial of DNA vaccination against HIV infection showed that DNA injection followed by electroporation, compared to intramuscular DNA injection alone, considerably increases the rate, magnitude and duration of the immune response [65] . The vaccine contained two plasmids, each carrying two antigens whose expression was under the control of different promoters. The average magnitude of response was 70-fold higher for one antigen and about 20-fold higher for the others. Electroporation also permits a reduction in the quantity of injected vaccine, since a 1 mg dose combined with electroporation gave higher immune response rates than a 4 mg dose without electroporation. In parallel, delivery by electroporation enhances the quality of the T cell response through the production of several cytokines. Human clinical trials for the treatment of hepatitis B and C viruses have been conducted using gene electrotransfer alone or in combination with other treatments [66, 67] . Electroporation induces a robust T cell immune response, a production of antibodies and helped in reducing the viral replication. Another interesting clinical trial concerned the treatment of HPV16/18 delivering VGX-3100 vaccine using electroporation [68] . The production of antibody was significantly increased for both HPV16 and HPV 18 and persisted over several months. Additionally, specific T cells were detected in most of the patients which had from low to high dose. Other trials on humans using electroporation for the delivery of HIV, influenza, human papilloma virus and malaria vaccines have been performed or are ongoing [61, 62, 69] . The results confirm that human DNA vaccination using electroporation is safe and able to significantly elicit the immune response.
Cancer Treatment
Cancer treatment is currently the main application domain of gene therapies [70] . The four main approaches are the activation of immune response [71] , the utilization of suicide genes [47, 72] , the prevention of tumor angiogenesis [73] and the compensation of defective functions due to the loss of tumor suppressor genes or the creation of oncogenes [74] . These methods can be combined to obtain collaborative effects, for example the delivery by electroporation of HSV-TK suicide gene and IL-21 immune gene [75] . Electrogenetherapy can be used in combination with electrochemotherapy, because these two approaches employ different process to treat tumor cells. Anticancer agents, injected into the tumor eradicate the diseased cells, while DNA injected at the tumor periphery transfects healthy cells such that they can, for instance, stimulate the immune system [76, 77] .
Treatments based on the electroporation-mediated expression of cytokines into tumors are widely studied. IL-12, IL-18, IL-2, IFN-reduce the growth of different tumors and improve animal survival [53, [78] [79] [80] . The first clinical trial on humans was for the treatment of skin cancer (melanoma) via an electrotransferred IL-12-encoding plasmid [32, 33, 64] . The results showed the safety, reproducibility and clinical efficacy of the strategy, including cases of remission. Significant necrosis of most of the treated tumors was observed. Interestingly, this electroimmunotherapy results in the treatment of tumors unexposed to electric fields, which means that a systemic response is induced as well [53] . Phase II clinical trials using IL-12 plasmid are conducted on melanoma, carcinoma and lymphoma [64] . Since DNA electrotransfer in tumor cells is at the moment not very efficient, intramuscular or intradermal gene transfer can be efficiently performed for the treatment of tumors at distances. As described in the previous section, the produced protein can be released into the vascular system and exert therapeutic effects. This DNA vaccination strategy can be very useful for surgically inaccessible tumors and metastatic tumors.
Some cancer cells express tumor-specific or tumorassociated antigens [81] and vaccination strategies targeting these antigens can help to fight -for example skin, testicular and prostate cancer. Human clinical trials on prostate cancer through intramuscular electrotransfer of a plasmid encoding the prostate membrane specific antigen (PMSA) have been performed [82, 83] . There is also significant evidence of improved humoral immune response to DNA vaccination when delivered by electroporation. Although DNA, simply intramuscularly injected, induces some antibody responses (10-fold increase above basal state), DNA injection followed by electroporation is considerably more effective, inducing up to a 400-fold increase of antibody level. It also appears that multiple dosing with DNA combined with electroporation induces higher antibody levels and the response can persist for up to 18 months, whereas multiple injections alone result only in very slight changes of the antibody production [83] . Several other human clinical trials are currently active and attempt to treat prostate cancer (prostate specific antigen), melanoma (xenogenic tyrosinase), or leukemia (DOM-Wilm's tumor epitope fusion antigen) [64] .
Another strategy to treat cancer, termed antiangiogenesis, relies on depriving cancer cells from nutrients and oxygen by isolating tumors from the circulatory system. Currently, Phase I clinical trials are being performed to assess electroporation as a mean of delivering a plasmid encoding antiangiogenic metargidin peptide (AMEP) to treat melanoma [64, 84] . First results show a minimal toxicity of the method, the presence of AMEP mRNA only in the treated tumors, which means that the transfection was successful and due to gene electrotransfer. Additionally treated tumors had lower size increase by contrast to control non-treated tumors.
CELL MEMBRANE ELECTROPERMEABILIZA-TION
Electric fields are generated by the application of an electric current at the terminal of electrodes, which creates an electric potential difference U, or voltage, between the electrodes. The uniformity of this electric field is determined by electrode geometry. Two parallel plate electrodes produce a uniform electric field whose strength E is defined by the ratio between the voltage U and the gap g between the electrodes. Typical pulse wave shapes delivered by high voltage pulse generators are square-wave or exponentially decaying. Square-wave pulses generate an electric field having constant strength E and duration T. Exponentially decaying pulses create electric fields that decrease in strength over time following an exponential law. For electroporation of cells or tissues, parallel electrodes connected to a high voltage pulse generator delivering square-wave pulses are frequently used. Electroporation conditions are thus characterized by the strength E (equal to U/g for plate electrodes) of the electric field, the pulse duration T, the number of pulses N and the delay between two pulses, or period P, commonly given in frequency (f=1/P). The independent control of each parameter allows many combinations suited for different applications and the induction of specific effects on cells [85] . Efficient transfer of molecules in mammalian cells is obtained for electric field strengths between 100 V/cm and 1000 V/cm, with pulse durations ranging from s to ms, repetition on the order of 10, and a frequency of approximately 1 Hz.
Induced Membrane Potential Difference
The cell membrane is an electric insulator that separates two ionic conductive media (the extra-and the intracellular media). The concentration gradient of ions between each side of the membrane generates a resting potential difference 0 that is homogeneous all along the cell membrane. The value of 0 depends on the cell type, but its value is near -70 mV. A cell subjected to an electric field will disturb the field lines [86] . The current is forced to flow around the cell and the ionic layers at the membrane interface are reorganized (Fig. 1) . The larger line distortions are located at the sides of the membrane facing the field lines. With increasing electric field strength, the cell membrane progressively resists less until it reaches a critical state where the conductive intracellular medium contributes to the total conductance. At high electric fields, the membrane becomes conductive.
The redistribution of the ions at each side of the cell surface and the redistribution of the charges within the cell membrane create an induced potential difference i through the cell membrane.
i can be modeled for a uniform electric field E by solving the Laplace equation and considering several assumptions (Fig. 2) : the cell in suspension is approximated to a dielectric shell, the thickness d of the shell (membrane) is at any point negligible compared to the smallest semi-axis of the cell (radius r when the cell is spherical), and the intra-and extracellular media are pure conductors. Fig. (2) . Schematic representation of a cell in a uniform electric field. The cell in suspension is represented as a spherical shell. The thickness d of the membrane is very small compared to the cell radius r. The uniform electric field is obtained by the application of an electric pulse at the extremity of two parallel conductive plates (of infinite length). Inspired from [87] .
The induced potential difference i at a point M of the cell membrane and at a time t after the rise of the electric field pulse is given by [88-92]: where is the angle formed between the direction of the electric field and the normal of the point M on the membrane. f is a factor related to the shape of the cell which equals 1.5 if the cell is spherical. For other shapes such as ellipsoids, r is the semi-axis aligned along the electric field and f can be modeled [93] . g( ) is a factor linked to the conductivity of the membrane ( m ), of the intra ( i ) and extracellular ( e ) media. To take into account that the membrane is not a pure dielectric because some conducting leaks are present, the factor g is introduced, for a spherical cell:
When the membrane conductivity is extremely low compared to the conductivity of the intra and extracellular media, g( ) = 1. c is the charging time of the cell membrane given by, with C m being the specific capacitance of the membrane:
When the membrane is a pure dielectric sphere ( m = 0), the charging time is maximal: c (~ s) is very small compared to conventional electric field pulse durations (longer than 100 s) [85] . At the steady state, considering the cell as a spherical insulator shell, i can be written in a simplified expression:
The induced potential difference at the cell membrane i is, therefore, directly proportional to the size of the cell and the strength of the electric field. In addition, since it is correlated with the vectorial property of the electric field, it is not uniform along the cell membrane.
i is maximum at the side of the membrane facing the electrodes ( = 0° or 180°) and decreases progressively along the cell surface up to the poles where i = 0 ( = 90° or 270°).
Threshold
During the application of the electric field, the induced potential difference towards the cell membrane i is added to the resting potential difference of the cell 0 [91, 94] . Considering the assumptions about the system described above (Fig. 2) , is given by:
When the absolute value of the resulting reaches or is larger than a threshold value c , corresponding to a critical electric field value E p , a permeabilization state of the cell membrane is initiated. The critical potential difference c varies according to the cell type and lies between 200 mV and 500 mV for animal, plant or bacteria cells [91, [95] [96] [97] [98] . The existence of a threshold value c for the membrane potential difference is the major characteristic of the membrane electropermeabilization.
The value c is generally the same for most biological membranes (approx. 300 mV), which means that the electric field critical value E p is simply related to the size (and the shape) of the cell. The smaller the cell, the higher the applied electric field has to be to reach the permeabilization state of the cell membrane. Thus, the conditions of the electric field Fig. (1) . Schematic representation of the electric field lines around or through a spherical cell. The cell membrane conductivity is extremely low. The current flows and the field lines around the spherical cell are distorted. At a certain field value, the membrane allows for the field lines to cross towards the cell interior. Increasing the electric field increases the number of field lines crossing the cell and the cell membrane becomes conductive. Inspired from [86] .
have to be adjusted according to the target cells. For eukaryotic cells (diameter between 10 m and 30 m), E p is close to 1000 V/cm and for bacteria (diameter between 1 m and 3 m) E p is in the order of 6000 V/cm. Likewise, CHO cells which have a larger diameter than human erythrocytes need about half the electric field strength to be electropermeabilized [99] . The cell size dependence of the electric field threshold explains why adherent cells require lower electric field (300 V/cm for CHO cells) than cells in suspension (700 V/cm) to be permeabilized [100] [101] [102] . One can take advantage of the size dependence property for selective molecule delivery into the largest cells present in fluids or tissues. When pulsing the blood, leucocytes (immune cells) can be permeabilized whereas erythrocytes (red cells) are unaffected [103] . Mature adipocytes can be electroporated in adipose tissue allowing for their specific labeling in vivo [104] .
With respect to the size of the different organelles existing in the cell cytoplasm, it appears that conditions necessary for the permeabilization of cell membranes should keep intracellular components unresponsive. For instance, electropermeabilization in vitro of isolated mitochondria requires 10 to 100 times higher electric field strength than the usual conditions for the permeabilization of the cell membranes [105] . By contrast, intense but very short pulses can induce permeabilization of small sized membranes (organelles) without affecting larger sized membranes (cell membranes). There, the critical value E p can be achieved before the large sized membrane reaches its steady state. Recent technology based on the use of nanosecond pulsed electric fields (nsPEFs) consists in using large external fields (10-300 kV/cm) applied in pulses of nanosecond duration (10-300 ns) [106] . nsPEFs applied to cell suspensions generate cytosolic electric currents which exponentially decrease due to the charging time of the cell membrane [107] [108] [109] . This electric field present in the cytoplasm can induce a potential difference across intracellular membranes such as those of vesicles and other organelles, if higher than their critical value [106, [110] [111] [112] .
Asymmetry
The position dependence, at the membrane, of the induced potential difference i engenders a position dependence of the resulting potential difference as well. At the side of the membrane facing the anode, where the resting and induced potential difference are both negative, the membrane is hyperpolarized (Fig. 3a) . By contrast, the side of the membrane facing the cathode is depolarized. The polarization of the cell surface has been experimentally demonstrated for instance on sea urchin eggs (Fig. 3b) [113] [114] [115] [116] .
This asymmetry of the cell membrane potential can be transposed to the cell membrane electropermeabilization. The first area of the cell membrane reaching the permeabilization threshold is at the anode, for = 180°. Increasing the electric field above the corresponding value E p expands the cell membrane area achieving c . At a second threshold value of the electric field E f (for electrofusion), c is also reached at the side of the cell facing the negative electrode. Increasing the electric field above the E f value increases the surface area being permeabilized on both sides of the cell membrane. Considering the cell as a sphere subjected to a uniform electric field, the permeabilized area A perm of the cell surface can be predicted as follows [117, 118] : Fig. (3) . Asymmetry of the cell membrane potential and cell permeabilization due to electric fields. (a) Schematic representation of the resting and induced potential difference (resp. 0 , and i ) across the cell membrane. Inspired from [91] (b) Membrane potential difference of sea urchin eggs labeled with RH292 and observed using fluorescence microscopy before and during the application of an electric pulse [115] (c) Electropermeabilized areas of NIH3T3 cells labeled with ethidium bromide and observed using fluorescence microscopy after the application of electric fields of different strength [94] . E stands for electric field, E p for electropermeabilization threshold and E f for electrofusion threshold. The white dash lines in (c) represent the cell surface.
where A tot is the cell surface, and E is the applied electric field strength.
Therefore, the electropermeabilization of the cell membrane is local and asymmetric (Fig. 16, step 1) . The surface of the cell membrane being electropermeabilized only depends on the electric field strength (Fig. 4a) . These predicted properties have been confirmed in different cell types via observations of the entry of external probes such as ethidium bromide (Fig. 3c) [94, 98, [119] [120] [121] [122] . The area affected by the electric field also depends on the shape and the orientation of the cell within the electric field lines [123] . For a nonspherical cell at a given electric field strength, if the longest axis of the cell is parallel to the electric field lines, the permeabilization area is large whereas if the longest axis of the cell is perpendicular to the electric field, the permeabilization area is smaller. 
Reversibility
The electropermeabilization of the cell is only transient [10] . For lipid bilayers, the lifetime duration of the permeated state is very short (~ s). Measurements of the membrane conductance showed that the reversibility process begins as soon as the electric field is turned off [124, 125] . For animal cells, the uptake of molecules after the application of the electric field demonstrates that the permeabilization state remains for some minutes after the last pulse, after which cells return to their initial impermeable state [117, 121, [126] [127] [128] [129] . This process is called membrane resealing, and its duration is strongly dependent on the temperature [130, 131] . At room temperature, in isoosmolar buffer, half of the permeabilized CHO cells return to the impermeable state after 6 min [100] . At 37 °C, the resealing is faster, and at 4 °C, cells preserve the permeabilized state for more than 30 min [131] . Quantitative analysis of the resealing shows that it is a first order process with a rate constant under the control of the cumulated pulse duration NT [117] . The higher the pulsation duration and number, the longer is the resealing. A more recent analysis shows that several resealing processes coexist, while some have very short lifetimes (approx. 1ms), one persists for several minutes at room temperature [118, 132] . The application of electric fields significantly higher than the critical value E p can induce an irreversible permeabilization of the cell membrane [133] . Subsequent cell death can be very fast (15 min) or delayed (24-48 h ). Increasing the number or the duration of the electric pulses over the optimal conditions, determined for a given cell type, engenders cell death.
Associated Molecule Exchange
Electropermeabilization enables a cellular entry of small molecules (up to 4 kDa) of any chemical nature [134, 135] . This is observed during the seconds and minutes following the pulse. Most of the exchange takes place after the pulse [119, 136] and is naturally larger when the density of the membrane defects is high. Experimental results collected from measurements of conductance in cell suspension [88, 137] or from observations of single cells using fluorescence microscopy [119, 136] show that the level of permeabilization is strongly under the control of the pulse duration [117, 119] . If the delay between the pulses is sufficiently short (approx. 1s) such that the membrane resealing becomes negligible, successive pulses have additive effect [117] . The electropermeabilized surface of the cell is controlled by the electric field strength, and the density of the membrane defects is controlled by the pulse duration and number (Fig. 4 ) [127] . However, the effects of pulse duration and number do eventually saturate. At fixed electric field strength, for pulse durations larger than 100 s and pulse number larger than 5, the permeabilization rate reaches a plateau [127, 138] .
Small molecule delivery towards the electropermeabilized membrane is mostly driven by the concentration gradients existing across the membrane. Using Fick's law, the flow at a time t after the application of the electric field (strength E, duration T, number N) for a given solute S [117, 127, 139] is given by: where, P s is the permeability coefficient of S across the membrane.
where is the partition coefficient of S between the medium and the membrane, D is the diffusion coefficient across the membrane and d is the thickness of the membrane [140] . S is the concentration gradient of S across the membrane. f(N,T) is the fraction of the membrane brought into a permeable state. It is related to the density of the defects at the membrane, which depends on the pulse number and duration (N, T). k(N,T) is the resealing process constant. The lifetime duration of the defects follows a first order process with a rate constant under the control of the pulse number and duration (N, T). The entry of small molecules depends, therefore, on the surface of the membrane brought into the permeable state (under the control of E) and the level of permeability of that surface (under the control of N and T).
Transient Permeabilization Structures
The first observations of the effects of electric fields on membranes were conducted on lipid films [141] . Under the application of an electric field, free charges accumulate at each side of the films. Having opposite signs, they attract each other and create an electric compression force that stretches and shrinks the lipid film. Over a critical value of the electric field, this compression triggers an irreversible rupture. This model explains the cell death at high field conditions but does not explain the persistence and reversibility of the permeabilization. Other models involve the formation of reversible pores, which originally yielded the term electroporation [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] . These models are based on the fact that membranes are not perfect assemblies of lipids and proteins, but rather have structural defects that allow for the movement of lipids in the membrane matrix. The application of the electric field delivers the necessary energy to tip over the lipids and create hydrophilic pores [144, 146] . The pores open a passage for hydrophilic molecules, which in normal conditions do not cross the membrane. The pores are reversible as long as they do not exceed a critical size that would provoke membrane rupture. Many molecular simulations on lipid bilayers have supported a general model of pore formation that can be initiated with high surface tension and/or electric fields [109, [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] [154] . According to this theoretical work, pore creation is in fact initiated by the formation of a water column driven by the electric field (Fig. 5 ). The electropore model is further supported by the observation of pores in giant vesicles [155] [156] [157] [158] and by the observed diffusion of small molecules [94, [119] [120] [121] [122] .
As the lifetime of pores or any field-induced lipid structure is very short (approx. 1ms) [118, 159, 160] , membrane resealing is expected to occur immediately after the application of the electric field, which is not the case. Moreover, this model does not fully explain the passage of macromolecules with sizes exceeding the pore sizes (1-20 nm) [142, 143, 145, 154, 159, 160] . Finally it has been shown that the lipids are not the only molecular structure involved in the permeabilization process. In fact, the membrane proteins and cytoskeleton are shown to be involved in the electropermeabilization [95, 99, 131, 161] .
To conclude, membrane lipids are clearly involved in electropermeabilization. NMR analysis shows modification of the orientation of the polar head of the phospholipids in the permeabilized area of CHO cells [162] . Partial loss of the asymmetrical distribution of the phospholipids is shown in membrane of erythrocytes [163, 164] and fast phospholipid flip/flop occurs in the electropermeabilized membrane areas of CHO cells [165] . The electropore model, even if it does not elucidate the whole permeabilization process, explains the creation and expansion steps of the electropermeabilization and remains the best explanation for the diffusion of small molecules. The involvement of proteins is a key feature for the long-lived permeated state of the membrane following the electric field. Because the molecular structures responsible for the electropermeabilization of the biological membrane are not clearly defined, they are often referred to as transient permeable structures (TPS). Electropermeabilization can be thus described in five steps [166] :
-creation (ns): the applied electric field induces a membrane potential difference and reaches the critical value E p . Some membrane defects are generated and permeabilization begins.
-expansion ( s): these defects propagate on the cell surface when the electric field strength is larger than E p and the density of the defects increases as long as the field is present (cumulated duration).
-stabilization (ms): points of cell permeabilization remains when the electric field is lower than E p.
-resealing (min): once the electric field is turned off, the cell membrane slowly loses its permeability returning to its initial impermeable state.
-memory (h): the cell viability is preserved but some structural changes and physiological properties recover on a much longer time scale.
GENE ELECTROTRANSFER
Gene electrotransfer appears to be a complex and multistep process which requires: (i) electropermeabilization of the plasma membrane, (ii) electrophoretic migration of the DNA towards membrane, (iii) DNA/membrane interaction, (iv) DNA translocation across the membrane, (v) intracellular migration of DNA through dense cell cytoplasm and finally (vi) DNA passage through the nuclear envelope and (vii) gene expression [167] [168] [169] [170] . Only water (red) and phospholipid head groups (yellow) are shown. The creation of an electropore starts with the introduction of a water defect inside the lipid bilayer (pore initiation). This engenders a reorganization of the lipids around the defect (pore construction). As long as the electric field is present, this phenomenon expands until the formation of a mature pore (pore maturation). Once the electric field is turned off, pore annihilation begins. At this moment, the pore is quasi-stable (pore destabilization). The size of the pore decreases since water and phospholipid head groups move out of the bilayer interior (pore degradation). The head groups separate again into two distinct layers (pore deconstruction) and water is rapidly removed (pore dissolution) such that the initial structure of the membrane is restored. From [154] .
Threshold
For DNA electrotransfer to occur, the electric field strength has to be larger than a minimum value corresponding to the electropermeabilization threshold [171, 172] . In vitro, the threshold corresponds to the value E f giving permeabilization of the side of the cell facing the cathode [171] . Regardless of cell viability, increasing the electric field strength improves DNA transfer up to a certain level where transfection efficiency decreases again [172] [173] [174] . This corresponds to cell viabilities between 30% and 80%. Moreover, the transfection efficiency has been shown to be directly proportional to (1-E p /E), which corresponds to the definition of the electropermeabilized area [172] . Therefore, the larger the cell surface brought to the permeable state, the higher the transfection level. Nevertheless, cell survival is directly affected by electropermeabilization (Fig. 6) [133] . Thus successful gene electrotransfer occurs when both electropermeabilization and viability are optimal. These depend on the electrical field strength, the pulse number, and the pulse duration [121, 127, 172] . Furthermore, cell physiological condition plays an important role in cell survival. Even under mild conditions, cell death can occur after exposure to electric fields due to a prior poor physiological state such as loss of homoeostasis or membrane damage. For in vitro applications long pulses (from 1 ms to 5 ms) and combination of high and low voltage pulses have been suggested, whereas for in vivo applications, cell viability is better preserved with shorter duration pulses (from 100 s to 500 s) [175] . The importance of cell permeabilization has also been demonstrated in vivo using MRI [176] . Areas where permeabilization was detected, using a contrast agent, corresponded to areas where the plasmid coding for the -galactosidase was expressed. Optimal DNA electrotransfer conditions depend on the cell type and the physiological state such as the phase in the cell-division cycle [168, [177] [178] [179] [180] . 
Electrophoretic Component
DNA electrotransfer is possible only if DNA is present before the application of the electric field. When DNA is added as little as 2 s after electropermeabilization, transfection efficiency is insignificant in mammalian cells and tissues [29, 102, 172, 177, [181] [182] [183] [184] , yeast [184, 185] and bacteria [184, 186, 187] . It has been hypothesized that the permeable membrane structures allowing passage of DNA are short-lived and only present concurrently with the administration of an electric field [172] . Actually, DNA requires electrophoresis in order to interact with the cell membrane ( Fig. 16, step 2 ). Since both DNA and the cell membrane are highly negatively charged, electrophoresis could be a means to overcome the electrostatic repulsion between DNA and membrane. The importance of the electrophoretic component has been highlighted first by growing cells in a monolayer such that the polarity of the field would bring molecules towards or away from the cells. Polarity inducing the migration of negatively charged compounds towards the cells engenders 10 times higher transfection efficiencies than inverted polarity [182] . Moreover, the addition of agents reducing the electrophoretic mobility, such as cations to reduce the net charge of the DNA or Ficoll to increase the viscosity of the medium, shows a concentration dependent decrease of the transfection efficiency. In addition, when a short and high voltage (HV) inducing electropermeabilization but little DNA electrotransfer is followed by a long low voltage (LV), DNA transfection becomes efficient [183] . The LV alone does not induce electropermeabilization and DNA electrotransfer. A recent study shows that, after using Ficoll to increase medium viscosity and so reduce DNA mobility and electrotransfer, the application of an LV pulse in addition to the HV one can recover to some extend the transfection efficiency. This reinforces the hypothesis of DNA electrophoresis being crucial for DNA electrotransfer [188] . This observation was confirmed both in vitro and in vivo for numerous tissues [29, 138, [189] [190] [191] [192] [193] [194] [195] .
Asymmetry
The involvement of the electrophoretic component leads to an asymmetrical interaction of the DNA with the membrane (Fig. 16, step 3 ). Visualization at the single-cell level of fluorescently labeled DNA using microscopy confirmed that DNA interacts with the cell only on the side facing the cathode (Fig. 7a) [167, 171, [196] [197] [198] [199] [200] . During the application of an electric field, DNA molecules move along the field lines towards the anode. If a cell is in the path of migrating DNA and the electric field lower than the threshold value, DNA flows along the cell membrane as the field lines do [86, 201] . If a permeabilized cell is on its course, field lines traverse the membrane and DNA is brought to the cell surface. The asymmetrical interaction of the DNA with the cell membrane is directly related to the direction and the polarity of the electric fields [167, 171, [196] [197] [198] [199] [200] . When applying bipolar electric field (alternating current), DNA interaction is visible on both sides of the cell facing the electrodes (Fig. 7b) . When applying bipolar and crossed electric fields, DNA interaction with the membrane is visible all along the cell membrane. In accordance with the idea that maximizing DNA-membrane interaction maximizes gene electrotransfer efficiency, changing electric field polarity and orientation has been shown to improve gene expression both in vitro and in vivo [121, 167, 193, 197] .
DNA-membrane Interaction
DNA-membrane complexes are formed only when the electric field is present, and grow as local aggregates as a function of the electric field strength E and the cumulated duration NT (Fig. 8) [171, 196, 200, 202] . The distance L travelled by DNA by means of electrophoresis is given by:
where is the electrophoretic mobility of the DNA molecules, which equals 1.5 10 -4 cm 2 /Vs [201] . For an electric field applied as 10 pulses of 5 ms and 0.4 kV/cm, L = 30 m, which means that the DNA being present over a length of 30 m has been accumulated at the membrane, thus defining an accumulation factor of 30. [199] .
Once the field is turned off, the growth of the plasmid aggregates is stopped. The plasmid-membrane interaction is not evenly distributed on the permeabilized areas but is detected in association with membrane at some sites called competent sites with sizes ranging from 0.1 m to 0.5 m (Figs. 7, 8 ) [167, 171] . Already after the first pulse, the sites are defined and the following pulses induce only the linear accumulation of the DNA at these sites (Fig. 8b) [196, 200] . The electric field is necessary for the creation of these sites which are competent within a millisecond time range (Fig. 8a) . The strength E controls the number of competent sites and the cumulated duration of the pulses controls the amount of DNA added in [171, 196, 200] .
The amount of DNA interacting with the membrane seems to depend also on the presence of divalent cations. As shown on mammalian and yeast cells, increasing the concentration of magnesium or calcium in the medium during the application of the electric field leads to an enhancement of DNA-membrane interaction [202] [203] [204] . Since both DNA and the cell membrane are negatively charged, divalent cations could act a charge bridge and thus reduce electrostatic repulsion. The combination of electroporation and calcium loading has yielded excellent result in inducing tumor cell necrosis in vivo [205] . Nevertheless, concentrations higher than 1 mM hinder efficient gene electrotransfer [182, 202, 204] , possibly by reducing the mobility of DNA across the cell membrane, and reducing cell viability.
DNA-membrane interaction is not only an accumulation of plasmids at the membrane surface level, but also an insertion of plasmids into the permeabilized membrane (Fig. 16,  step 3 ). If electric field pulses with inverted polarities are applied, DNA complexes formed at one side of the cell remain present and thus resistant to electrophoresis [171, 197, 199] . The plasmid are then inserted or anchored in the plasma membrane. However, this anchorage strength depends on the delay between the pulses [167] . When this delay is short (100 s or lower), the overall DNA-cell surface interaction (i.e. both sides of the cell) is higher under unipolar conditions compared to bipolar ones. If the delay is long enough (set to 10 s), the overall interaction under bipolar conditions is about twice that of the unipolar ones. In fact, plasmid DNA, first accumulated at the membrane, can leave the complexes through opposite electrophoretic force if applied within 10 s. Quantification of the DNA amount present at the membrane after each pulse, measured only at one side of the cell, shows indeed a removal of the DNA due to the inverted polarity [198] . This loss was partial and represented only about 20% with a delay of 2 s between inverted fields. Over the pulse application, the resulting DNA amount increases for the first 9 pulses after which neither accumulation nor removal is measured. These results reveal the existence of two classes of plasmid DNA-membrane complexes: i) complexes of low stability from which plasmid DNA can leave and return to the pulsation buffer, and ii) complexes of high stability, where plasmid DNA cannot be removed even by applying electric pulses of reversed polarity [167] . A time span between 2 s to 10 s appears to be needed to achieve The same cell is observed through the experiment. From [196, 200] . stable plasmid-membrane complexes, after a 5 ms pulse. Complexes of high stability represent DNA irreversibly inserted into the membrane. An additional support for the hypothesis of DNA being inserted into the plasma membrane comes from the observation that a sequence consisting in applying first an LV pulse and then a HV pulse generates transfection efficiency drastically lower than the sequence HV pulse then LV pulse (and equivalent to a HV pulse alone) [190] . This means that for equivalent DNA electrophoresis, gene electrotransfer is more efficient when DNA encounters an already electropermeabilized membrane which can be interpreted as DNA being pushed, thus inserted, into the membrane.
The plasmid aggregates, which are inserted in the membrane after the electric field application, can nevertheless remain sensitive to the degrading action of nucleases added post-pulse, even if these are known not to cross the membrane [184] . For CHO cells, up to 1 min after the application of the electric field, the addition of DNase in the cell solution disturbs gene expression. This time varies according to the cell type or the tissue and can be much shorter [172, 182, [184] [185] [186] . The presence of DNase only 2-3 s before the application of the electric field was sufficient to suppress gene expression [182, 185] . Thus, DNA is inserted into and protected by some undefined structures that need about 1 min to be formed. DNA translocation through the membrane is relatively slow and achieved after the end of the electropulsation. Several minutes after the electropulsation, plasmids are still present at the cell surface [171] . The biophysical structure of the membrane-plasmid complex remains to be characterized.
DNA Internalization
The mechanism by which DNA is internalized is not yet well understood. Several models are proposed in the literature, but none can explain all experimental observations, and some remain speculative (Fig. 16, step 4) .
Electropores
Krassowska's model corroborates the first proposed mechanism, in which single DNA plasmid crosses the membrane via stable macropores [159, 206, 207] . These fieldgenerated defects are due to the modulation of the cell membrane potential. The model relies on tension-coupled pores that do not bring to membrane rupture (a dramatic aspect of the classical electropore model [26, 208] ). It predicts the creation of several hundreds of thousands of pores in which a large population (98%) contains small pores (1 nm radius) and a small population (2%) contains large pores (20 nm radius on average but up to 400 nm). The distribution of the pore populations at the poles of the cell facing the electrodes as well as the creation and expansion time scales are fairly consistent with experimental evidence. This model predicts pores large enough to allow for the plasmid uptake, even in its circular conformation, given that the effective diameter of a 6 kbp plasmid DNA varies between 8 nm and 22 nm, depending on salt concentration [209] [210] [211] (Fig. 9a) . These pores stay opened for the entire duration of the electropulsation giving the necessary time for the plasmid to access the cytoplasm [212] . However, this model is confronted with experimental contradictions, the first of which is the membrane resealing time. The resealing time of such pores lies within a millisecond, as predicted by the model, which is far faster than the observed cell permeabilization of several minutes [121, 128, 129, 214] . In addition, for CHO cells, plasmid accessibility to DNase up to one minute following the end of electropulsation shows that the internalization of the plasmid takes place after electroporation [184] . Theoretical models calculate that stable pores have radiuses of only a few nanometers and that larger pores are unstable [215, 216] . These models have been partially confirmed experimentally [145, 161, 217] . Krassowska's model can nonetheless be reconciled with the finding that plasmid entry into the cell occurs post-pulse. It has been proposed that plasmid translocation depends on the plasmid-membrane (cationic lipids like sphingosines) interactions and may occur by a coalescence of many small 1 nm pores (Fig. 9b) [127, 204, 218, 219] . The slow transfer of DNA through the electropermeabilized membrane (1 min) reflects the time needed for the pores occluded by DNA to coalesce into large enough pores to allow for its passage [220] .
Electrophoresis
Another model proposes that, although electropores or defects are involved, DNA entry inside the cell takes place under the control of DNA electrophoresis. The latter concentrates the plasmid molecules near the membrane surface and pushes them through the putative electropores [177, 182, 183, 221, 222] . The external electric field imposed onto the cell does not penetrate through the initially intact membrane. As soon as electropores or defects are formed, the electric field crosses the membrane through these conducting structures (Fig. 1) [86] . The lines of the electric field are concentrated in the pores, so the strength of the electric field E in the pore and in its vicinity is higher than that in the bulk [182, 183] . At appropriate field polarity, the polyanionic DNA experiences a strong attraction to the pore. Even if the defect size (approx. 1 nm) is smaller than the effective diameter of DNA, DNA can enter the cell as the electrophoretic pressure of DNA onto the electropermeabilized mem-brane is strong enough to create a path [223] . The mechanical interaction between the pores and the plasmid induces an adjustment of the pore sizes and/or lifetimes that allow plasmid entry into the cell. This model assumes that the DNA molecule may prevent resealing of the membrane if it is still partially through the pore when the field is turned off. The plasmid may interact with the electropermeabilized membrane in three possible ways (Fig. 10 ) [183] : Fig. (10) . Models of DNA internalization in cells via electrophoresis. (a) Non-linear DNA is aligned with the electric field line and is electrophoretically pushed through one pore that becomes wider upon its passage. (b) Linear DNA has one end inserted in the pore and the electrophoretic force drives the DNA through it. (c) Linear DNA has two (or more) insertions in the membrane where the pores are and its electrophoresis cut the membrane between these pores (white part of the membrane). From [183] .
DNA aligns according to the electric field direction and moves toward the permeabilized membrane. The plasmid may interact with a single membrane defect (pore) which becomes wider upon plasmid interaction by the action of electrophoretic forces (Fig. 10a) .
The linear plasmid passage can be initiated by penetration of one end of the thread, which then leads the whole molecule through one pore under the electrophoretic force (Fig. 10b) .
The DNA molecule can be involved in two (or more) pores and moved by electrophoretic forces. It cuts the membrane between these pores as a sharp thread can do (Fig. 10c) . This model, especially (i), can explain very well the observed accumulation and insertion of the non-linear DNA at the membrane [171, [196] [197] [198] [199] , including the minute range resealing and the slow translocation of the DNA through the cell membrane. However, if electrophoresis is the only driving force for plasmid translocation, comparable transfection efficiencies should be observed for equivalent ENT values (field strength E and cumulated pulse duration NT). In the case of HeLa cells, the number of transfected cells as a function of ET values is different according to whether short or long electric pulses are used [174] . Then, for constant ENT values, transfection level depends on T, which could mean that longer durations are favorable to the creation of the membrane defects leading to insertion sites, or to the DNA aggregation itself [127] . Therefore, electrophoretic movement cannot be the only driving force for plasmid internalization into cells, but it clearly supports the formation of DNA aggregates inserted in the membrane such that it is always included as a contribution in the mechanism of gene electrotransfer.
Endocytosis
A mechanism of DNA endocytosis-like internalization following electroporation was first suggested after the trapping of DNA inside a giant unilamellar vesicle (GUV) under the application of electric fields [224] . DNA entered the GUV filled with ethidium bromide, which is a DNA fluorescent probe, but no fluorescence was detected until sonification of the GUV, which is known to break membranes. This was interpreted by DNA entering the GUV via the formation of a vesicle. Recently, the ability to generate lipid vesicles and tubules inside GUV during electroporation has been observed using fluorescence microscopy [156] . The endocytic process for DNA internalization was first mentioned as a theoretical possibility by Klenchin et al. [182] and Tsong et al. [225] . Since then, endocytosis has received little consideration as a possible mechanism by which DNA could cross the plasma membrane. This was due to the absence of known cellular receptors for DNA, and because investigations in the field were more focused on the electropore model, since it explains very well the passage of small molecules across the cell membrane. Electropermeabilization of the plasma membrane remains a crucial step for gene delivery, but internalization of DNA via electropores is not easy to envision as, unlike small molecules, DNA forms distinct, stable and large clusters at the cell membrane prior to its passage into the cytoplasm. Recently, endocytosis has emerged as a valuable alternative model for DNA translocation given the growth of experimental evidences for its implication.
The Models
Within the endocytosis model, several mechanisms are proposed:
i) The term electroendocytosis often refers to endocyticlike vesicles formation under low electric fields (LEF) conditions that do not bring the membrane into the permeable state. Endocytosis would be stimulated by the redistribution of the charges (i.e. reorganization of charged lipids and proteins) in the cell membrane due to the electric field [226, 227] . The local lateral electrophoresis of proteins and lipids, in other words, the segregation of charged membrane components, only in the outer leaflet of the membrane would induce an asymmetric charge density between the outer and inner leaflet of the membrane thus responsible for spontaneous membrane curvature towards the cytoplasm (Fig. 11b) . The difference of charge density would also be responsible for the membrane fission into vesicles [227] .
ii) It is believed that electrophoretically driven DNA can provide the necessary force to initiate a membrane invagination where membrane defects are present (Fig. 11a) [182, 183, 225 ]. This membrane invagination could then bud off inside the cell and the DNA would be trapped in endosome-like vesicles. This implies that the cellular endocytic machinery would take over at the stage of the membrane-scission, which is known to require dynamin (-like) proteins and cytoskeleton regulators [228] .
iii) Endocytosis (macropinocytosis, clathrin-and caveolin/raft-mediated) has now been shown to contribute to gene electrotransfer [229] [230] [231] [232] [233] . The insertion of the DNA into the membrane and/or the comparably enormous size of the DNA aggregates could exert on the membrane a curvature large enough to be recognized by the endocytic machinery which then would generate the membrane invagination and ultimately the vesicle. Another possibility is that the negatively charged DNA aggregates would mimic the clustering of the negatively charged molecules PIP 2 , which has been established as a crucial endocytosis and cytoskeleton regulator [234] . The engulfment of DNA via several pathways would be putatively based on the size of the aggregates. The involvement of macropinocytosis could be due to the collapse of electroinduced formation of ruffles, microvilli, or blebs at the surface of the membrane [235] [236] [237] .
iv) Tsong et al. [225] suppose that the denaturation of membrane proteins (e.g. protein channels) or any mechanical injury due to the electric field itself or the associated joule heating, leads to some cell repair mechanisms consisting in the internalization of the damaged proteins/membrane into vesicles for recycling. DNA being present nearby the surface (via electrophoresis or not) may then be engulfed in these vesicles.
Electroendocytosis
The involvement of electroendocytosis was shown to take place for LEF conditions (model (i) in section 3.5.3.1). LEF conditions mean series of direct current electric pulses with electric field strengths from 2 V/cm to 100 V/cm, pulse durations from 90 s to 2 ms, frequencies between 100 Hz and 1000 Hz and exposure time range of 1-10 min [238] . A recent study compared the uptake of propidium iodide as an electropermeabilization probe and the uptake of FM4-64 as a lipid membrane probe. This work demonstrates that LEF conditions stimulate vesicle formation without bringing the cell into the permeable state [239] . The threshold of electroendocytosis is lower than that of electropermeabilization, and increasing the electric field strength increases the number of vesicles. Electric fields higher than the permeabilization threshold still stimulate endocytosis, therefore hinting at that electroendocytosis takes place in parallel to the electropermeabilization process.
However, electric field properties in LEF are substantially different from those necessary for successful DNA electrotransfer and only macromolecules such as BSA or dextran have been investigated. The absorption at the membrane and uptake across the membrane of FITC-BSA was highly increased under LEF exposure [226, 227, 238] . FITC-BSA observations using microscopy show vesicle patterns and colocalization with a membrane probe (labeled DHPE) confirming the presence of vesicles enclosing the macromolecules. The enhanced uptake of the small fluid-phase marker lucifer yellow confirms the presence of endocytic processes [226, 240] . Absorption of the macromolecule is temperature independent, but its uptake depends on temperature [226, 227] . The local lateral electrophoresis of charged lipids and proteins in the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane would induce a local depletion of negative charges at the membrane, which in turns would reduce repulsions between negatively charged macromolecules (BSA, or eventually DNA) and plasma membrane [227] . This mechanism can occur at low (4 °C) or physiological temperature (37 °C). Even if the local difference of charge density could generate spontaneous membrane curvature, the further invagination and the budding off of the vesicles, probably because of cell machinery involvement, is optimal at 37 °C. Indeed, the use of inhibitors showed that LEF stimulates vesiculation or uptake through microtubule-and clathrin-dependent pathways whereas caveolin-dependent endocytosis does not seem to be involved [226, 239] . Other LEF stimulated pathways should therefore concern macropinocytosis and pathways independent of clathrin and caveolin. Support for the contribution of macropinocytosis comes from measured enhancement of membrane ruffling at the cathode side under LEF [241] . It is interesting to note that when BSA is present during LEFs, it is significantly more absorbed to the membrane and internalized [227] . This is interpreted such that electrophoresis of the macromolecule increases the collision rate with the cell membrane. The contribution of the macromolecule electrophoresis represents 70% of the increased BSA absorption compared to non-field treated cells. The macromolecule electrophoretic component has a high importance as it is the case for DNA electrotransfer. Nevertheless, BSA added after the pulsation still can be internalized and LEF conditions do not bring the membrane into the permeable state, which is a minimum requirement for DNA to interact with the membrane and its further expression in cells. These fundamental differences suppose that in parallel to the mechanism involved in LEF conditions, must take place additional physical/chemical structures created only during electropermeabilization. It could be that this concerns the stable insertion of the DNA at sites where membrane defects (pores?) are present.
Cell-driven Endocytosis
The first evidence about the implication of endocytosis for the electrotransfer concerned the models (ii) and (iii) (see section 3.5.3.1) with the internalization of macromolecules such as albumin, and gold particles [235] . Observations with fluorescence and electron microscopy showed the macromolecules being trapped in vesicles. Electron microscopy showed also an increase of membrane ruffling and vesiculation for electroporated cells [126, [242] [243] [244] . Significant increases of FITC-BSA translocation into the cell after electrotransfer were measured [236, 245] , and disruption of the actin cytoskeleton, using the cytochalasin B drug, inhibited its entry [236] . Additionally, Glogauer et al. measured an enhanced uptake of lucifer yellow, another fluid-phase endocytic marker, of membrane lipids and of membrane glycoproteins (Con A) due to electric fields. Observations using microscopy confirmed the presence of electroinduced vesicle patterns inside electroporated cells with FITC-BSA, FITCCon A, -galactosidase, 70 kDa FITC-dextran [236, 237, 245] . In addition, -galactosidase entry was completely suppressed when microtubules were disrupted using colchicine [237] . All these investigations concerned proteins and not DNA. Fundamental differences between the entry of these two molecules reside in the fact that proteins, by contrast to DNA, can enter the cells when added up to 4 h after the application of the electric field, and their presence during the application of the electric field can reveal homogeneous labeling of the cytoplasm [237, 245] . The later observations of DNA in aggregates inserted into the membrane for ten minutes and then inside the cytoplasm, however, support an endocytic process [171, 197, 198, 200] . Moreover, postpulse temperature has a strong effect on DNA expression [184, 246] . Cell placed at 4 °C only for 10 min after the application of the electric field showed almost no expression while increasing the temperature up to 37 °C increases the transfection efficiency. In addition, it was shown that the lifetime of the permeable state is dependent on the cytoskeleton [131] . The processes occurring in the 10 min following the pulsation are cell-dependent.
Actin Participation
A budding structure from the plasma membrane is a prerequisite for any endocytic pathway [247] . All types of endocytosis require the involvement of actin for both the budding step and the early stage of the endosomal transport. Recently, actin was shown to be recruited at the sites where DNA-membrane interactions occur [231] . Indeed, bursts of actin polymerization were detected as early as 3 min after the application of the electric field (Fig. 12) . These actin patches were observed only at the side of the cell where DNA can interact with the membrane and, more importantly, only when DNA was present during the application of the electric field. The size, distribution, and persistence at or near the cell membrane coincided very well with those of DNA aggregates and additional experiments demonstrated a colocalization between these two structures. Moreover, disruption of the actin network, using the latrunculin B drug, led to a significant decrease in DNA accumulation at the plasma membrane, however without changing the appearance in aggregates. Actin disruption also caused a decrease in DNA expression, even when cells were treated 5 min after DNA electrotransfer [230, 231] . While actin patches started to disappear 15 min after the application of the electric field, some could remain visible for longer. Actin therefore does not appear to be implicated in the initial formation of the DNAmembrane interactions but it appears to contribute to the stabilization of DNA complexes at the membrane, to DNA internalization and to the early stages of intracellular transport. Membrane actin polymerization is known to occur when a high concentration of PIP 2 , which is highly negatively charged, is present in the membrane [248] . PIP 2 recruits dynamin proteins that polymerize at areas of high membrane curvature [249] . Dynamin subsequently initiates actin polymerization. It is possible that the high local density of negative charge in the DNA aggregate could trigger a similar response from the actin network. As is the case for extracellular pathogens, membrane invaginations could also form due to the insertion of the comparably massive DNA aggregates into the membrane, without any assistance from the cell machinery [250] . Thus, binding to the membrane and a subsequent connection to the actin network could be a very general means for particle engulfment and transport which could be exploited by both pathogens (bacteria, viruses) and non-viral vectors.
Macropinocytosis of DNA
As noted above, macropinocytosis was the first among all endocytic pathways to be implicated in macromolecule internalization. The use of macropinocytosis inhibitors such as wortmannin and EIPA both significantly decrease DNA transfection efficiency [251] . EIPA has been used as the main diagnostic test to identify macropinocytosis, since it inhibits Na + /H + exchangers that are very important for this endocytic process [252] [253] [254] . Wortmannin inhibits phosphoinositide 3-kinases (PI3Ks), which are responsible for the formation of lipid microdomains in membrane ruffles and the dynamics of macropinocytic cups [255] . Colocalization analysis yielded 25% of colocalization between DNA and 70 kDa dextran (Fig. 13) [251] , which is predominantly labels macropinosomes in control cells, and wortmannin treatment eliminates endocytosis of 70 kDa dextran [255] .
Therefore, several studies together show that DNA electrotransfer fulfills many of the conditions defining macropinocytosis [256] : electroporation induces membrane ruffles . (13) . Colocalization of DNA with several endocytic markers. Transferrin (TF) highlights the involvement of clathrin-mediated endocytosis, cholera toxin B (CTB) the participation of caveolin/raft-mediated endocytosis, and 70 kDa dextran the contribution of fluid-phase endocytosis. DNA was electrotransferred into CHO cells via the application of 10 electric pulses of 5 ms at 1 Hz and 0.4 kV/cm. Images were taken sequentially using wide-field microscopy. Scale bar: 5 m. From [251] . and blebbing [235] [236] [237] , electrotransferred DNA colocalizes with the fluid-phase marker 70 kDa dextran, and gene expression is significantly reduced by inhibition of PI3K (wortmannin), Na + /H + exchangers (EIPA), actin and microtubules dynamics (latrunculin B, jasplakinolide, nocodazole and taxol) [230, 231] and dynamin (dynasore and perhaps genistein) [233] . Macropinosomes would then represent about 25% of the DNA aggregates visible in cells.
Clathrin-mediated Endocytosis
Clathrin-mediated endocytosis is perhaps least suspected to participate in DNA electrotransfer, since DNA has no known receptors on cell membranes. Nevertheless, recent works show that it is partly involved in DNA internalization after electroporation [232] . The percentage of transfected CHO cells and their expression level are significantly decreased by treatment with both chlorpromazine and monodansylcadaverine [251] , which are specific blockers of clathrin-mediated internalization [257] . Moreover, colocalization analysis between DNA and the clathrin-endocytosis marker transferrin establishes 25% colocalization between these two compounds (Fig. 13) [232] . These results are further supported by complementary evidence in B16 cells in which treatment with chlorpromazine or concanavalin A also affects gene expression [229, 233] . Additionally, Wu et al. report a drastic reduction of DNA expression after incuba-tion with dynasore, an inhibitor of dynamin [233] . Dynamin, like actin, is crucial for numerous endocytic pathways including clathrin-mediated endocytosis [258] .
Caveolin/raft-mediated Endocytosis of DNA
Caveolin-and raft-mediated endocytosis represent a large subset of pathways that share common features, among which is a strict requirement for cholesterol [259] . Cholesterol-sensitive internalization of lipid rafts can be classified into three major pathways including dynamin-dependent endocytosis of caveolae or non-caveolar vesicular carriers (IL-2), dynamin-independent endocytosis via non-caveolar tubular intermediates (GEECs), and dynamin-independent endocytosis of non-tubular carriers (flotillin, Arf6) [247, 259] . The depletion of cholesterol by M CD and filipin have been shown to disrupt the composition of lipid rafts, which are therefore unable to segregate proteins and thus to perform endocytosis [260] . All of these pathways are also genisteinand actin dynamic-sensitive [261] .
M CD affects DNA expression drastically without altering either the cell membrane electropermeabilization or the DNA-membrane interaction [232] . Genistein, filipin and EIPA treatment also strongly impair gene expression [233, 251] . Genistein has also been shown to inhibit recruitment of dynamin at the surface of vesicles containing SV40 [262] , which could indicate that non-clathrin, but dynamindependent endocytosis would be more affected by treatment with genistein (caveolae and IL-2 pathways). Recent work has demonstrated significant and long-lasting inhibition of DNA electrotransfer in mouse muscle after M CD treatment [229] . This in vivo experiment very strongly supports the involvement of endocytosis for successful DNA electrotransfer. An earlier study demonstrated that although the internalization of adeno-associated virus is clearly mediated by the GEEC pathway, it remains sensitive to EIPA [263] . Therefore, EIPA appears to be also a GEEC endocytosis inhibitor. Consequently, a part of the diminution in the transfection efficiency after EIPA treatment [251] could be attributed to the involvement of the GEEC pathway in the internalization of electrotransferred DNA. The predominant raft marker CTB has been implicated in caveolar [264] [265] [266] [267] [268] , noncaveolar [269, 270] , flotillin-dependent [271] and the dynamin-independent GEEC pathway [269] . Colocalization study between DNA and CTB revealed about 50% of shared subcellular structures (Fig. 13) , which probably reflects the contributions of several of the raft-mediated pathways (caveolin, flotillin, GEEC, IL-2 and Arf6) to DNA internalization [232] .
Conclusion on Cell-driven Endocytosis
It appears therefore that cell-driven endocytosis is largely involved in DNA electrotransfer. Inserted DNA would be recognized by the cell, due to its size or charge, as cargo for endocytosis. DNA sensitivity to nuclease action up to one minute after pulse administration would reflect the time needed for the closure of membrane invaginations prior to endocytic transport. The persistence of DNA at the membrane for several minutes could then correspond to the time required for vesicles to bud off from the membrane. The DNA aggregates interacting with the plasma membrane range in size from 100 nm to 500 nm [171, 197] . This wide range of sizes may explain why DNA appears to be internalized by several endocytic pathways. A study on the uptake of microspheres showed that particles up to 200 nm were internalized mainly by the clathrin-mediated pathway. With increasing diameters, a shift to caveolin/raft-mediated endocytosis was observed and for 500 nm microspheres the latter was the predominant endocytic pathway [272] . Thus, particle size in itself can determine which pathway is followed.
Membrane Repair
It seems currently that model (iv) (see section 3.5.3.1) has no direct evidence for its involvement in the transfer of DNA or other molecules via electroporation. Cell membrane repair can lead to endocytosis for extracting damaged parts of the membrane or to compensate for exocytosis, which brings new functional components to the membrane [273, 274] . Pore forming proteins, such as bacterial toxins or the membrane attack complex (MAC) of the blood complement, leave some transmembrane pores that are eliminated by endocytosis. Any membrane repair mechanism involving exocytosis and endocytosis is initiated by calcium influx through the damaged membrane. With the use of microelectrodes, local intracellular calcium was shown to be recruited to the locus of the electroporated membrane [275] . Electroporation also activates exocytosis, since lysosome content is released at the cell surface. It has even been proposed to use electroporation to quantify the lysosomal exocytosis competence for the purpose of cell characterization [276] . Since exocytosis is activated after electroporation, one can expect endocytosis to occur to maintain cell membrane length. Electroinduced DNA binding to the cell surface and DNA expression due to electroporation are both improved in a concentration dependent way, up to a maximum threshold, if calcium is present in the pulsation buffer [187, 204] . It may be that calcium here activates cell repair and uptake of DNA together with the cell membrane. Whether this model of the endocytosis process occurs and whether DNA is present in these vesicles remain to be proved.
Conclusion on Endocytosis
Several studies point towards the contribution of endocytosis in the electrotransfer of DNA, but more investigations have to be performed in order to understand what type(s) of endocytosis would be involved. It is necessary to understand as well how electric fields could stimulate such processes. Also notably, any endocytosis model would only explain the internalization of large molecules as it does not support the free membrane crossing of small molecules. It has therefore to be considered to occur in parallel to another model valid for small molecule transmembrane exchange. One model that could reconcile all the DNA internalization models would be that DNA accumulates where pores are formed and that its electrophoretically driven insertion in the membrane pulls the pore and the plasma membrane around. This would generate membrane curvature that could be recognized as an emerging endocytic vesicle and induce a similar response from the cell as for an endocytic process, with the recruitment of actin, clathrin, caveolin, dynamin and other endocytic regulators.
Intracellular DNA Motion
The cytoplasm contains a dense cytoskeleton network (microfilaments, microtubules, and intermediate filaments), along with a variety of cellular organelles and abundant amounts of proteins and other molecules. This mesh-like structure hinders the diffusion of plasmid DNA. The mobility of small molecules (i.e. less than 500-750 Da) in the cytosol is reduced to only 3-4 fold less than in water, but the mobility declines rapidly with the larger sized molecules [277, 278] . The mobility of microinjected plasmid DNA is extremely small or even negligible in the cytoplasm or cell nucleus [277, [279] [280] [281] . Lukacs et al. have shown that DNA fragments longer than 2000 bp showed no translational diffusion through the cytoplasm [279] . Under the conditions induced during electropermeabilization, the time a plasmid DNA takes to reach the nucleus is significantly longer (several hours) than the time needed for a small molecule (few seconds) [171] . It is observed to cross the cytoplasm in the aggregated form. DNA expression is detected 3 h after the pulsation, reaches is maximum at around 12 h and stays at this level of expression for 16 additional hours before decreasing [219] . When 20 min depletion of ATP content in the cell is performed up to 2.5 h after electropulsation, the efficiency of transfection is affected but not the cell viability. Depletion performed 3 h or later after the electrotransfer does not affect DNA expression. These results show that the intracellular route of DNA is dependent on cellular energy levels and therefore is based on cell-driven processes.
Active Transport of the DNA Aggregates
DNA motion inside CHO cells has been recently studied using single-particle tracking (SPT) [230] . Electrotransferred DNA trajectories possess portions of active transport interrupted by phases of nearly immobility (Fig. 14) . During the phases of active transport, DNA aggregates featured a motion on average having a velocity of 250 nm/s, persisting for 6 s and leading to a displacement of 1.3 m. However, the distributions were rather broad with velocities from 50 nm/s to 3400 nm/s, displacements from 0.1 m to 12 m and active transport durations from 2 s to 30 s. These ranges are in agreements with other types of intracellular particle dynamics as observed for viruses [282, 283] , polyplexes [284, 285] , lipoplexes [286, 287] , receptors [288, 289] , endosomes [290, 291] , and mitochondria [292] . Lower velocities were shown to correspond to actin-associated transport [230] . Indeed, after disruption of the microtubules using the nocodazole drug, active transport of the DNA still occurred and the measured velocities were in the range expected for myosin motors operating on actin -between 50 nm/s and 300 nm/s for myosin VI and between 250 nm/s and 500 nm/s for myosin V [293] [294] [295] . In addition to motor driven transport, actin-related movement could be also due to bursts of actin polymerization which was reported to drive viruses, bacteria or endosomes from the plasma membrane to the cytosol with mean velocities ranging from 50 nm/s to 600 nm/s [296, 297] .
SPT experiments have demonstrated that microtubuledriven transport is also responsible for electrotransferred DNA motion in the cell (Fig. 16, step 5) . The quantified fast velocities corresponded well to the known mean velocities of dyneins, 220-1200 nm/s, and kinesins, 200 nm/s to 1600 nm/s [298] [299] [300] . Colocalization between DNA trajectories and microtubules and between DNA aggregates and the dynein motor supported these findings [230] . Moreover, nocodazole treatment effectively suppressed long-range transport of the DNA aggregates, unambiguously proving that fast active transport of DNA aggregates is microtubule-related. Interaction between plasmid DNA bearing specific sequences and microtubule-related motor proteins has been recently reported [301] . Disruption of microtubule and actin networks leads to a decrease of transfection level and efficiency [230] . While this confirms the importance of the microtubule and actin-related active transport of DNA for successful electrotransfer, it is interesting to note that Vaughan and Dean reported that the application of nocodazole or latrunculin B does not have any effect on gene expression following electroporation of human adenocarcinoma cells [302] . However, microinjected DNA expression in TC7 cells was decreased when microtubules were disrupted or dynein inhibited. This indicates that the relation between gene expression efficiency following electroporation and the active intracellular transport of DNA aggregates is not direct. A further hint in this direction comes from experiments in which the cellular microtubule network is stabilized. While application of taxol leads to a reduction of gene expression and of active transport in CHO cells [230] , as expressed by significantly shorter overall displacements, slower velocities and decrease of the active transport events, Vaughan and Dean report a pronounced increase of gene expression in A549 cells [302] . For the same cell line, another study reports the suppression of high velocities after taxol treatment in the case of endocytic trafficking of the epidermal growth factor receptor [289] . The observation that stabilization of both the microtubules and the actin network does not enhance active transport dynamics [230] could thus be explained by the higher density of the respective cytoskeleton, which can act as a barrier for transport of the DNA aggregates, or can result from changed motor dynamics due to the drug application.
Additionally, SPT experiments indicated that several motor proteins are acting on one DNA aggregate [230] . This conclusion is suggested by two facts, namely the duration and displacement of active transport phases and the observed bidirectionality of the aggregate motion (Fig. 14) . Single dynein, kinesin and myosin motors are described to run over distances from a few hundreds of nanometers to 2 m with transport durations of less than 3 s [293-295, 298, 300, 303] . The longer travelled distances and the larger persistence of travelling measured suggest that DNA aggregates are driven by multiple motors of the same type, as is normally the case for cellular cargo transport [304, 305] . A similar conclusion can be drawn from the frequent observation of a bidirectional motion of the DNA aggregates, i.e. the active transport suddenly changes direction and the aggregate takes a nearly identical trajectory in the opposite direction. While this can be caused by (+) ends and (-) ends of microtubule/actin lying close to each other, it is more likely that the bidirectionality is caused by the presence of several oppositely directed motors on the same aggregate. If not one, but several motors act simultaneously on one aggregate, bidirectionality can then result from a tug of war of these motor proteins [304, 305] .
Finally, measurements of the diffusion coefficient of the DNA aggregates in CHO cells revealed a distribution spread over several orders of magnitude (10 -1 and 10 -5 m 2 /s) [230] . Similar profiles can be found for the diffusion of viruses [306] , receptors [307] , polyplexes [284] and lipoplexes [286] . Giving the Stokes-Einstein relation, Brownian motion depends on the viscosity of the medium and the size (radius) of the particles. A DNA aggregate of 100 nm, freely diffusing at 10 -3 m 2 /s, see an apparent viscosity of about 230 cP. Although DNA aggregates are expected to have a size distribution ranging from 100 nm to 500 nm, this cannot explain the observed distribution width [167, 171] . Moreover, the displacement of diffusing DNA particles did not depend on time, meaning that confined diffusion was the actual mode of diffusion of the DNA aggregates [230] . It is more likely that molecular crowding, exclusion, and obstruction in the cytoplasm control the mobility of particles [277] . In order to benefit from active transport, DNA must be in vesicles or interact with some adapter proteins that allow for its binding to the motor proteins. Therefore, the broad range of diffusion coefficient of the DNA could also reflect different sizes and maturation stages of the vesicles on their pathway from the plasma membrane to the nucleus [284] .
Endosomal Trafficking of the DNA
Given the different models of internalization, DNA could enter the cell in a free form (electropores or electrophoresis) or could be trapped into some endosomal vesicles. In the first case, DNA would not remain free for a long time. It is known that DNA released in the cytoplasm, after a direct entry (microinjection) or after endosomal escape, will rapidly form complexes with DNA-binding proteins, polyamines and other polycations [308] . These complexes could serve as charge neutralization, and the induced condensation of the DNA, reducing therefore its size, may allow enhanced motion. It could as well protect DNA from its otherwise rapid degradation [309] . It is possible that some of the proteins that bind the DNA serve as adapters to interact with cytoskeleton motors. DNA does not bind directly to motor proteins, so the only way free DNA could use intracellular transport would be through intermediary proteins. If DNA enters via an endocytic process, the membrane of the endosomes already contains the proteins that interact with the motor proteins (Rabs) [297] . Endosomes, as cell organelles, are efficiently transported through the cell cytoplasm, and DNA could take advantage of this machinery to reach the nucleus. Coonrod et al. found that all exogenous DNA, including electrotransferred ones, colocalized to some extent with cathepsin B, a lysosomal protease, 3 h after the application of the electric field [310] . After electroporation, DNA can be routed to the lysosomal compartment and this could be due to a beforehand endosomal trafficking.
Quantitative colocalization study has shown that DNA is located in significant amounts in Rab5-, Rab11-, Rab9-and Lamp1-vesicles, which respectively correspond to early endosomes, recycling endosomes, late endosomes and lysosomes (Fig. 15) [251] . The analysis consisted in tracking simultaneously labeled DNA aggregates and EGFP-endosomal markers expressed transiently in CHO cells. In the hour following DNA electrotransfer, 70% of the DNA aggregates were in Rab5-structures, 50% in Rab11-compartments and 30% in Rab9-vesicles. Just 1-2 h after DNA electrotransfer, 60% of the DNA was located in Lamp1-containing structures. These results indicate that DNA is mostly engulfed into vesicles during its transport through the cytoplasm and that it follows the classical intracellular trafficking routes (Fig. 16, steps 5-6) [311, 312] . One should note that endosomal trafficking comprises a continuum of vesicles shuttling between compartments. Although the utilized molecular markers undoubtedly distinguish these compartments, they can also partially and transiently overlap [313] . This explains why the above percentages do not sum up to 100%. The earlier findings that DNA is present in aggregates along its way to the nucleus and remains as such even after its expression is achieved are consistent with an endosomal trafficking of the DNA after electrotransfer [171] . These results imply that a large part of the DNA aggregates is likely to be lost into recycling and degradation pathways. In addition to the established vesicles transport between the early and late endosomes to the Golgi [314] , several publications mention the possibility of vesicles shuttling between lysosomes and the Golgi or the ER, which would give the endocytosed DNA a last chance to escape degradation [252, 313] . However, the engulfment of DNA into the trafficking pathways, although it sends some fraction of the internalized DNA into dead ends, may increase the overall stability of the DNA aggregates in the cytoplasm. Supporting this idea is a comparison between the half-life of microinjected DNA on its own and microinjected DNA encapsulated into lipid particles [309] . The latter had its degradation delayed for about 3-fold the time needed for naked DNA, for which the halflife was measured to be 1-2 h in HeLa and COS cells and 4 h in myotubes.
Understanding the routes taken by DNA into the cell interior gives potential insight into optimization of its delivery to the nucleus. One option would be the inhibition of lysosomal degradation activity by chloroquine, which induces higher gene expression in many transfection methods [315] [316] [317] [318] . Another interesting possibility would consist in the use of nanosecond electric fields which were theoretically shown to achieve electropermeabilization of internal membranes without affecting the plasma membrane or the nuclear envelope [319] . In such case, DNA release from the endosomal trafficking pathway may be optimal at the late endosome level (about 1 h after DNA electrotransfer), meaning before DNA transfer into the degrading lysosomes but after DNA transport near the perinuclear region. The development of strategies fostering the efficient escape of DNA from late endosomes and lysosomes therefore appears to be an important step in the improvement of gene transfer methods based on electroporation.
Crossing the Nuclear Envelope
The nuclear envelope represents the last, but significant, obstacle to the expression of electrotransferred plasmid DNA (Fig. 16, step 7 ). Direct observations 24 h after the electrotransfer show that even in DNA-expressing cells, most of the DNA visible in aggregates remains at the perinuclear region [171] . Only a small fraction crossed the nuclear envelope, which was nevertheless sufficient to induce robust expression. The lack of efficient nuclear import of plasmid DNA from the cytoplasm was first identified more than 20 years ago. While molecules smaller than 40 kDa can diffuse through the nuclear pore complexes, larger molecules must carry a specific sequence so called the nuclear localization sequence, in order to cross [320] . The relatively large size of plasmid DNA (2-10 MDa, 1 kbp = 0.66 MDa) makes it unlikely that the nuclear entry occurs by passive diffusion. . (16) . Schematic representation of the mechanism of DNA electrotransfer. During the application of the electric field, (1) the plasma membrane is permeabilized (orange), (2) DNA is electrophoretically pushed onto the cell membrane side facing the cathode, which results in (3) DNA-membrane interactions. DNA aggregates are inserted into the membrane (sites where membrane defects are present or not) and remain there for about ten minutes. After the application of the electric field and resealing of the membrane (yellow), (4) DNA is mainly internalized by endocytosis (macropinocytosis, clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Clathrin-ME), and caveolin/raft-mediated endocytosis (Caveolin/raft-ME). If DNA is internalized by other means than endocytosis, actin participation may take shape of bursts of polymerization. (5) While being actively transported in the cytoplasm (actin and tubulin networks, respectively in red and green), DNA aggregates pass through the different endosomal compartments (early endosomes, recycling endosomes, late endosomes, and lysosomes). Free DNA must interact with some adapter protein in order to be transported by motor proteins. For gene expression to occur, (6) DNA must escape from endosomal compartments. Once in the perinuclear region, (7) DNA must cross the nuclear envelope to be finally expressed and (8) yield proteins released into the cytoplasm. Inspired from [230, 251] .
With regard to quiescent cells, transfection levels in dividing cells are greatly higher, which means that DNA takes advantage of destabilization of the nuclear envelope during mitosis to enter into the nucleus. The synchronization of the electrotransfer with the mitotic phase has been proved to increase DNA delivery [168, [321] [322] [323] , supporting the hypothesis that the denaturation of the nuclear membrane greatly facilitates the direct access of DNA to the nucleus. However, at least some of the plasmids used for electroporation contain the DTS sequence (DNA nuclear targeting sequence). The presence of this sequence is shown to significantly increase interactions with importins, proteins involved in the nuclear import, further nuclear localization of the DNA and expression of DNA [301, 324] . It is an interesting observation requiring further investigations in order to conclude about the possible importance of DNA transport via nuclear pores.
Gene Expression
The involvement of DNA electrophoresis as an important step for successful DNA electrotransfer implies, in turn, that the duration and number of pulses also control the transfection efficiency (Fig. 16, step 8) . At fixed electric field strength, pulses of millisecond range achieve better transfection than pulses of microsecond range [29, 43, 127, 171-174, 184, 198, 325, 326] . Likewise, larger pulse numbers increase the transfection level. As a confirmation, when applying non-permeant LV pulse after permeant HV pulse, increasing the number and the duration of the LV pulses increases gene expression [138, 191, 327, 328] . The frequency of the pulse is also important. Increasing the delay between the pulses over 1 s for typical series of electric fields, or over 100 s for HV/LV combined electric fields, strongly decreases gene expression [172, 191] . In CHO cells, DNA transfection has been shown to linearly depend on the pulse number N and on the electropermeabilized surface [172] . The logarithm of the transfection depends linearly on the logarithm of the pulse duration T [172] . Therefore, the gene expression can be written, for field conditions not affecting to large extend the cell viability, [118, 172, 213] :
where K is a constant and f(DNA) a function depending on DNA. It is a complex dependence on, for instance, DNA concentration, which should take into account that above a certain threshold, high levels of DNA are toxic [172, 177, 183, 329, 330] . Like for small molecule exchange, gene expression depends on the surface of the membrane brought into the permeable state (under the control of E), and the level of permeability of that surface (under the control of N and T). However, for the transfer of small molecules, pulse durations are on the order of hundred microseconds, and for DNA transfer, pulse durations are in the millisecond range to ensure DNA electrophoresis necessary for DNA to interact with the membrane.
As early as in the pioneer article on cell electroporation, the importance of the DNA topology in gene electrotransfer has been established [26] . In mouse lyoma cells, electroporation in the presence of linear DNA reached higher level of transfection in comparison to cells electroporated with circular DNA. Following investigations in bacterial and mammalian cells, using two or three DNA isomers (linearized, circular supercoiled or circular relaxed DNA), showed that circular DNA, rather than linear DNA, is optimal for successful gene electrotransfer [169, 331, 332] . These studies revealed that DNA interaction with the membrane is not dependent on its topological isometry but DNA expression is significantly lower for linearized DNA. In bacterial cells, Xie et al. observed a lower stability of the linear DNA, which is interpreted as a rapid degradation by intracellular enzymes [332] . Based on DNA geometry and stiffness, one can suggest other hypotheses [331] . Since circular DNA has a more congealed form and a bigger diameter than linear DNA (20-30 nm vs. 2-3 nm), its electrophoretic migration could be more efficient and/or increase the size/lifetime of membrane defects (pores) or cause larger membrane invaginations near the absorbed DNA. The membrane permeabilization could thus be favored. Linear DNA, although having a small diameter, has a longer contour length (1.6 m vs. 0.5 m). When being absorbed to the cell surface, this large but thinner occupancy may decrease the percolation and coalescence of membrane defects engendering lower permeabilization. All these hypotheses imply that DNA internalization is the step being affected by the DNA topology, nevertheless DNA uptake does not seem to be dependant of the DNA isometry [169, 332] .
GENE ELECTROTRANSFER -IN VIVO ASPECTS
A decade after the first in vitro gene electrotransfer was reported [26] , the first in vivo transfer of DNA into tissue was published [333] . A mixture of two supercoiled plasmids was injected subcutaneously, and following a 10-60 minutes delay to allow for the dispersion of DNA, pulses were applied to the skin by a prototype pulse generator. From the treated skin, primary fibroblasts were obtained and stable gene electrotransfer was observed. The authors observed lower efficiency compared to cells treated in vitro and suggested that the difference could be due to the different cell environment. Since then, the use of in vivo gene electrotransfer has expanded, and many studies were presented in which different reporter genes and therapeutic genes were tested. It was shown that gene electrotransfer is a safe and efficient method in numerous tissues, including muscle, tumor, skin, liver, heart, cornea, brain, lung, kidney, and bladder [30, 48, 49] .
Although abundant in vitro studies have attempted to explain gene electrotransfer mechanisms, we cannot entirely transfer our knowledge from the in vitro to the in vivo environment. Some of the gene electrotransfer mechanisms discovered using in vitro studies are still under debate for gene electrotransfer in tissues. Therefore in this section we will focus on gene electrotransfer mechanisms in tissues.
Electropermeabilization and Electrophoretic Component
As for in vitro experiments, two major steps are required for tissue-dwelling cells to be successfully transfected in vivo: electropermeabilization of the cell membrane and electrophoretically driven DNA migration through the tissue.
The first in vivo study which discriminated between the effect of electropermeabilization and that of DNA electrophoresis was presented by Bureau et al. [190] . They studied both steps by applying combinations of two types of pulses in mouse tibial cranial muscle: (i) HV pulse, which permeabilizes cell membranes (short pulse -100 s; with high strength -800 V/cm) and (ii) LV pulses, which electrophoretically drag DNA to the vicinity of the cell (long pulses -83 ms; with low strength -80 V/cm). It was shown that the electrophoretic role of the LV pulse is especially crucial in transfection efficacy. The author's hypothesis is that the major role of DNA electrophoresis consists in driving the insertion of the DNA into the plasma membrane, rather than driving the translocation of the DNA across the plasma membrane. Satkauskas et al. also demonstrated that the electrophoretic component of LV pulses was sufficiently important that even if the cell membrane permeabilization caused by the HV pulse is not optimal, gene electrotransfer efficiency is still preserved if the LV pulse is present [191] . When DNA is injected after the LV pulse, no increase in gene electrotransfer efficiency is observed as compared to cells transfected with HV pulse only. On the other hand, when DNA is injected either before or after the HV pulse, but before LV pulse, gene electrotransfer efficiency is drastically increased. These results confirm the importance of the electrophoretic component of the LV pulse. An important consideration for in vivo applications, however, is that long pulses can nevertheless be detrimental for successful gene electrotransfer due to local increases of temperature [334, 335] which affects both DNA stability and target cell viability.
Some electric pulse generators can also deliver exponentially decaying pulses, which mimics the combination of HV and LV pulses. Such pulses have a peak voltage (i.e. HV component), which enables membrane permeabilization, followed by a low voltage tail (i.e. LV component), which enables electrophoretic DNA drag through the tissue matrix [336] . Since low voltage tails significantly decrease cell viability, exponentially decaying pulses are more frequently used for bacterial transformation than for in vivo gene delivery.
Electric Field Distribution in Tissues
The distribution of electric fields in tissues, which is not necessarily spatially homogeneous, is an additional important factor in the effective of in vivo DNA electrotransfer and it depends, for example, on tissue conductivity ( Table 1) . Since it is the local electric field that affects cell membranes and causes DNA migration, one must know the local electric field distribution that is generated by application of electric pulses in order to optimize DNA electrotransfer in intact tissue. Three-dimensional finite element models and corresponding in vivo studies were used to illustrate that local electric field distribution and tissue conductivity changes are highly heterogeneous [337] , which is further affected by electrodes' shape and placement [338] .
In order to electroporate tissue and retain cell viability, which is crucial for successful gene electrotransfer, one must know the electroporation threshold of tissue in addition to the electric field distribution to predict the optimal window for gene electrotransfer. The local electric field applied must induce reversible rather than irreversible electroporation. An experimental and theoretical study was performed on mouse skeletal muscle in which the electroporation threshold was determined with respect to muscle anisotropy [340] . When electric fields were applied parallel to the orientation of muscle fibers, the electroporation threshold was found to be 80 V/cm. When electric fields were applied perpendicular to muscle fibers, the electroporation threshold was found to be 200 V/cm (both for 8 pulses of 100 s applied at 1 Hz). The exact determination of the local electroporation threshold of tissue is crucial not only for achieving efficient gene electrotransfer in clinics but also to avoid entering the irreversible electroporation domain. Furthermore, if excessively strong electric fields are used, or if they are applied with too many repetitions, sparking and high currents can occur, which, in addition to being harmful for tissue, can damage pulse generators. This phenomenon was studied on gel phantom and measured using ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging, microphone and optical recording. The authors showed that electrical breakdown occurs across ionized electrolysis near the electrodes (mostly near the cathode), causing loud sounds, sparking and high currents [341] . 
Electrodes used In Vivo
Different electrodes can be used for gene electrotransfer in vivo, depending on whether the tissue to be electroporated is readily accessible (e.g. skin, muscle) or more embedded (e.g. deep-seated tumors). Several types of electrodes are currently used that differ in construction and material composition [336] . The chosen metal can be e.g. stainless steel, titanium, copper, aluminum, or platinum; which differ in their electrical conductivity, price, and resistance to corrosion. The release of metal particles into ions in the electroporated medium can be monitored by the electric field parame-ters [342] . For medical treatment, mostly electrodes made from stainless steel or titanium are used, but recent development proposes electrodes having a gallium core in order to absorb the heat, inherently generated, instead of the tissue [343] . Choosing the appropriate instrument is a matter of the desired electric field distribution and total area of gene electrotransfer, which are both highly dependent on electrode geometry (Fig. 17) .
The choice of electrodes is also important for avoiding the release of metallic ions during tissue treatment [345] . For most applications in which relatively low voltage electric fields are applied, stainless steel electrodes are the most appropriate [346, 347] . When higher voltage electric fields are required, it is important to use electrodes whose surfaces are least susceptible to electrochemical reactions (e.g., platinum coated electrodes) [348] . Most electrodes used for in vivo applications are plate or needle array electrodes, but others have recently been developed as well.
Plate Electrodes
Plate electrodes are composed of two parallel plates (Fig. 18a) , which are shaped with round edges in order to minimize electric field heterogeneity and arcing along the plates' edges. These can be used transcutaneously on a variety of tissues and offer relatively good homogeneity of the administered electric field. However, it is sometimes difficult to pinch tissue into the narrow space between the electrode plates, which are therefore not useful for larger animals or humans. Furthermore if the target for gene electrotransfer is under the skin, stronger electric fields must be applied in order to permeabilize the tissue, which can cause skin burns. 
Needle Array Electrodes
Needle array electrodes consist of two or more parallel needles between which an electric field is generated (Fig. 18b, c) . As needle electrodes can penetrate the skin, they can be used to treat more deeply embedded and/or larger volume tissue. They also allow the application of electric fields in different directions without the need to move the electrodes, which improves the efficiency of gene electrotransfer [193, 349] . The primary disadvantages of needle electrodes are that the electric field between the needles is highly heterogeneous, and that the electric field near the tip of the needle is particularly strong, which can cause tissue burns [334, 350] .
Surface Electrode Pins
Surface electrode pins, also termed multi-electrode arrays, consist of groups of tightly spaced pins around which an electric field can be generated. They are very useful for DNA delivery to skin, they are minimally invasive, cause no muscle stimulations or pain during use, and offer better control over the direction of the applied electric field.
Other Types of Electrodes
Specialty electrodes have also been developed for the treatment of tissues with idiosyncratic shapes. including spatula-shaped electrodes for gene electrotransfer of mouse muscles [351] ; gutter-shaped electrodes for gene electrotransfer of arteries [352] ; and long, single-needle electrodes with insulating tubing for treating deep-seated tissue. These electrodes are less invasive than multiple-array electrodes and since the electric field is applied only at the distal site of the needles, they leave the skin unexposed [353] . Other electrodes are non-invasive needle-free patch electrodes for treating the skin [354] ; electrodes designed for endoscopic and/or laparoscopic applications [355] ; grid electrodes with which pulses are applied more quickly and homogeneously [356] ; flexible micro-needle array electrodes that adapt to the tissue surface profile while still achieving good electrotransfer efficiency with minimum tissue damage [357] and electrodes joined with a syringe, such that DNA can be injected into tissue and the tissue subjected to electrical pulses using the same device. The latter allow for a lower electric field to be applied in order to obtain the same transfection level as plate electrodes [358] . 
DNA Migration Through the Tissue
The main problem of in vivo gene electrotransfer is the poor DNA distribution and low DNA mobility through dense extracellular matrix. Beyond this physical impediment to gene delivery, extracellular DNases are ubiquitous and can degrade plasmid DNA before it reaches its target [359] ; this problems can, however, be mitigated by adding DNase inhibitor to the carrier solution and injecting more DNA [360] . As a consequence, only a small amount of DNA is usually in contact with target cell membranes during pulse treatment [361] . In in vitro cell culture, DNA easily surrounds cell membrane, since there is no physical obstacle. A few studies on 3-D cell models, which more closely mimic in vivo conditions, have attempted to explain the important role of extracellular matrix material on gene electrotransfer efficiency [203, 361] . Extracellular matrix represents a major obstacle for DNA electrophoretic migration to the cell, and its rigidity is age dependent. Namely, it was shown, that in young rodents, gene transfer efficiency in muscle is quite high [362, 363] . But, in older or larger animals gene transfer efficiency drops due to the larger level of connective tissue in muscles [364] . However, when a hyaluronidase enzyme, that degrades hyaluronan, was added before pulse application, a significant increase of gene electrotransfer efficiency of muscle fibers was achieved [365] .
The efficiency with which tumors can be treated by gene electrotransfer is also influenced by the local extracellular matrix, which varies between different tumors types. For tumors embedded high density extra-cellular matrix area was present, gene electrotransfer efficiency can be substantially increased by injection of hyaluronidase and collagenase prior to treatment with electric fields [170] . In contrast, pretreating tumors with these enzymes did not rescue gene electrotransfer efficiency in tumors surrounded by low density extra-cellular matrix. It has also been suggested that gene transfer could be improved by decreasing cell volume or increasing the interstitial space in tumors. Henshaw et al. assessed this possibility by treating tumors with hyperosmotic mannitol solution to draw water from and thus shrink tumor-dwelling cells prior to treatment [366] . Using this treatment the authors observed an increase in the amount of DNA in proximity to treated cells and an increase in gene expression, both in vitro and in vivo.
Timing of Electric Pulses after DNA Administration
Another key parameter governing successful gene electrotransfer is the delay between the DNA administration into the tissue and the pulse application. The literature to date is not conclusive on this problem. In quadriceps mouse muscle, it was suggested that the optimal time window for applying pulses after DNA delivery is 30 min [367] , while another study on tibial cranial mouse muscle showed no difference in gene electrotransfer efficiency when the time interval between DNA injection and application of electric pulses was between 20 s and 6 h [359] . Findings on murine melanoma showed that the optimal delay for pulse delivery can approximately be 1 min after DNA administration [102] , or in soft tumors can also be between 5 and 30 min [368, 369] . The differences could be due to the age of animal, properties of tissue or carrier solution [370] . DNA can be administrated after tissue is given a permeabilizing pulse (HV pulse), but must be injected before the electrophoretic long duration pulse (LV pulse) [191] .
Methods of DNA Injection
There are two ways in which DNA is delivered by means of injection: local injection into the targeted tissue or intravenous systemic injection, each of which possesses advantages and disadvantages. Direct injection offers speed and high local hydrostatic pressure, which increases gene electrotransfer efficiency up to 500 fold compared to low-pressure injection techniques [371] . This pressure effect is not as significant in tissues in which there is no capsulation (e.g., tumors) or in large animals, and it can also be detrimental to tissue if swelling occurs. Direct DNA injection can be suboptimal when the DNA carrier solution is not evenly distributed through the target tissue [359] and, more broadly, because not all tissues are readily accessible for DNA injection.
Systemically injected DNA has the obvious advantage of systemic circulation and thus broader potential access to internal tissues, to which DNA can be directly delivered in some instances (e.g., liver tissue). However, along with this advantage, systemically administered DNA is diluted upon reaching target tissue [372] , does not have equal accessibility to all tissues due, for example to vascular lock [129] and has to cross the barrier between blood and tissue which is particularly difficult at the brain level. Furthermore, DNases in the blood stream can degrade DNA in circulation.
Other Contributing Factors
It was showed in vitro, that electroporation can prompt the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) near cell membranes, which can be detrimental to cell viability [133] . Antioxidants can retain the effects of ROS activity [373] , and adding antioxidants after applying electric pulses could therefore increase cell viability and thereby increase gene electrotransfer efficiency. The primary study examining this phenomenon was performed on skeletal muscle in mice, in which the antioxidant tempol was injected together with plasmid DNA, and electric pulses were applied immediately after. The authors observed a 40% increase in transfected area compared to control treatments [374] .
In in vivo environments, one must also consider local temperature increases that occur when using specific pulse parameters, which in turn can strongly affect gene electrotransfer efficiency due to DNA damage/denaturation or decreased cell viability [334] . Lackovic et al. analyzed standard pulse protocols used for in vivo gene electrotransfer, where also tissue electrical conductivity was taken into account in order to determine temperature distribution within the tissue. The authors showed that numerous factors affect tissue temperature increase due to Joule heating, including electrode geometry, tissue electrical conductivity, and electric pulse parameters [334] . By decreasing pulse amplitude, length or number, lower temperature increase in tissue could be achieved.
Extreme pH changes can also occur in tissues following electric pulse application, which damages tissue fibers [375] .
Furthermore, alkaline pH values (especially above 12) permanently damage DNA. Therefore a study was conducted in order to determine the role of pH changes in tissue after gene electrotransfer. The authors observed a strong pH related tissue damage being higher when hyaluronidase was added before pulsing. Namely, although hyaluronidase enzyme increases DNA uptake [170] , it also increases tissue conductivity and by that electric current, which has a strong effect on pH changes. Thus, greater tissue damage was observed especially near the electrodes [376] .
Another important effect of electroporation on tissues (which could not be observed in vitro) is a blood flow modifying effect in different tissues (i.e. vascular lock) [129] . After application of electric pulses a blood volume reduction was observed in tumors, while systemic vasculature was not affected [377] . In muscles a short-term reduction of perfusion was also observed [129] . Direct observation with intravital fluorescence digitized microscopy imaging was done in order to determine the effects of electric pulses on the subcutaneous blood vessel dynamics and gene electrotransfer efficiency [378] . The study showed that plasmid DNA is sensitive to vascular lock. Namely, constriction of vasculature delays movement of large sized molecules through the vasculature wall. Therefore caution is needed when DNA is administered intravenously.
CONCLUSION
Gene electrotransfer represents a promising delivery system for introducing foreign genes into cells for a range of medical applications. This method was presented over 30 years ago using mammalian cells in vitro, and, since then, many experimental studies have aimed to clarify the mechanism of DNA delivery into cells via the application of electric pulses. Though numerous strides forward have been made in defining the mechanisms of DNA electrotransfer in vitro, several challenges remain for researchers in this field of study, such as a clear overview about the direct and indirect effects of the electric field on cells and membranes (DNA internalization and intracellular trafficking until the cell nuclei, transient alteration of the cytoskeleton). Understanding the relationship between findings in vitro and in vivo applications remains a high priority. In vivo gene electrotransfer faces further challenges since DNA delivery to the target cells is an additional step to overcome. For that purpose, development of plasmid design is mandatory in order to control gene expression both in space (target cells within tissues) and in time (duration of gene expression).
Numerous in vivo studies have examined different tissues and animals in order to provide guidelines for successful DNA delivery. However, a lack of consensus about the pulse parameters and the electroporators to use hinders the progress of the field. The major drawback of in vivo gene electrotransfer is its low efficiency, and overcoming this limitation remains an imperative problem for researchers aiming to translating the basic science of gene electrotransfer into clinically relevant applications. Additionally, upscaling from small animals to humans in terms of larger tissue volume is challenging as well. Fortunately we can be optimistic that working to improve gene electrotransfer methods will yield effective treatments. Today the most promising use of gene electrotransfer is DNA vaccination for prophylaxis and for administering immunotherapy in cancer patients. Phase II trials are already in progress.
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